
Problems 2 (Dimofte)
Branches and twists

Review

When G is abelian, the algebra of functions on the Coulomb branch CrMCs is simply
given by

C
“

ϕ P tC, tvauaPcocharpGq

‰

M´

vavb “ va`b
ź

w P weightspV q
xw, ayxw, by ă 0

xw,ϕyminp|xw,ay|,|xw,by|q
¯

(1)

(Recall that “functions of ϕ P tC” should be interpreted as the polynomial algebra generated
by weights xw,ϕy, where w runs over a basis of the weight lattice of G.)

(Exercise for the intrepid: prove that the same description arises from the BFN construction!)

Example

Consider G “ Up1q and V “ Cp1q ‘ Cp1q ‘ Cp1q (three copies of C on which Up1q acts
with weight 1). Then there is a single variable ϕ (the coordinate on tC “ C) and the above
description of the Coulomb branch simplifies to

CrMCs “ Crϕ, v1, v´1s{pv1v´1 “ ϕ3
q (2)

This is the ring of functions on the symplectic singularity C2{Z3. Functions on the Higgs

branch are given by the GLp1q invariants of functions of ~X “ pX1, X2, X3q P C3 and ~Y “

pY1, Y2, Y3q P C3 (where GLp1q acts with weight 1 on ~X and weight ´1 on ~Y ), modulo the

complex moment map constraint µC “ ~X ¨ ~Y “ 0,

CrMHs “
`

Cr ~X, ~Y s{p ~X ¨ ~Y q
˘GLp1q

. (3)

The GLp1q invariant functions are generated by bilinears XiYj. It is clarifying to assemble
them in a matrix

m “

¨

˝

X1Y1 X1Y2 X1Y3

X2Y1 X2Y2 X2Y3

X3Y1 X3Y2 X3Y3

˛

‚ . (4)

The matrix obviously has rank 1; and µC “ 0 is equivalent to Trpmq “ 0. One can then
argue that

MH “ tm P sl3 | rankpmq “ 1u , (5)

otherwise known as the minimal nilpotent orbit in sl3. Its resolution is T ˚P2.

1. Consider G “ Up1q2 and V “ Cp1,0q‘Cp´1,1q‘Cp0,´1q. The subscripts denote the weights
of Up1q ˆ Up1q acting on each factor. Check that the Higgs branch of this theory is C2{Z3

and that the Coulomb branch is the minimal nilpotent orbit of sl3, consistent with the fact
that this theory is 3d-mirror to the one on the previous page.
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(Problem 1, continued)
Hint H: For the Higgs branch, let pX1, X2, X3q P V and pY1, Y2, Y3q P V

˚. The complex
moment map for Up1q ˆ Up1q now has two components

µC “
`

X1Y1 ´X2Y2 , X2Y2 ´X3Y3

˘

. (6)

Find three Up1q ˆ Up1q-invariant monomials U, V,W of the X’s and Y ’s that, upon setting
µC “ 0, satisfy

UV “ W 3 . (7)

Hint C: Functions on the Coulomb branch turn out to be generated by weights xp1, 0q, ϕy “:
ϕ1 and xp0, 1q, ϕy “: ϕ2 together with three pairs of monopole operators v˘p1,0q, v˘p1,1q, v˘p0,1q.
How do these monopole operators multiply? Show that the following matrix has rank one:

¨

˝

ϕ1 vp1,0q vp1,1q
vp´1,0q ´ϕ1 ` ϕ2 vp0,1q
vp´1,´1q vp0,´1q ´ϕ2

˛

‚ (8)

2. Recall that the global symmetry groups of pG, V q gauge theory acting as tri-Hamiltonian
isometries of the Higgs and Coulomb branch, called “flavor symmetries,” are

FH “ NUSppT˚V qpGq
L

G , FC “ Hompπ1pGq, Up1qq (9)

For this exercise, it suffices to replace USppT ˚V q with the smaller group UpV q of all unitary
isometries of V ; i.e. FH “ NUpV qpGq

L

G.

Find FH and FC for the theories with pG, V q “ pUp1q,C3
p1qq and pG, V q “ pUp1q2,Cp1,0q ‘

Cp´1,1q ‘ Cp0,´1qq. Assuming that the answer is compatible with 3d mirror symmetry, when
and how does FC get enhanced in the IR to a nonabelian group?

3. The N “ 4 SUSY algebra on R3 » CˆR, with coordinates pz, tq, is the super-Lie algebra
generated as a vector space by three even elements Bz, Bz̄, Bt and eight odd elements Qa 9a

α , for
a, 9a, α P t`,´u, with super Lie brackets given by

rQa 9a
` , Q

b9b
`s “ ´2εabε 9a9b

Bz̄ , rQa 9a
´ , Q

b9b
´s “ 2εabε 9a9b

Bz , (10)

rQa 9a
` , Q

b9b
´s “ rQ

a 9a
´ , Q

b9b
`s “ 2εabε 9a9b

Bt (11)

(and all other Lie brackets vanishing), where ε`´ “ ´ε´` “ 1 and ε`` “ ε´´ “ 0. (Not
important for this problem: the Q’s are elements of the tensor product of the 2d rep of
SUp2qC , the 2d rep of SUp2qH , and the 2d rep of the 3d spin group Spinp3q “ SUp2q,
corresponding to the respective indices a, 9a, α.

Check that QHT :“ Q`
9̀

` is nilpotent, satisfying rQ`
9̀

` , Q`
9̀

` s “ 0; and find the image
imrQHT ,´s in the SUSY algebra.

Check that QA :“ Q`
9̀

` `Q`
9́

´ remains nilpotent and find its image.

Check that QB :“ Q`
9̀

` `Q´
9̀

´ also remains nilpotent and find its image.

This problem (hopefully) justifies why QHT is a holomorphic twist and QA, QB are topo-
logical twists.
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